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By STEVE CHUANG

ITRI has worked out high-quality OLED lighting panels
that are suitable for makeup and other commercial
applications (photo courtesy of ITRI).

ITRI Leads Way in Developing OLED
Lighting in Taiwan
High-profile R&D institute debuts flexible OLED lighting
panels at this year's TILS
In light of OLED (organic light-emitting diode)

ITRI's efforts on OLED lighting have paid off

increasingly applied in lighting in modern

very well so far. The institute continuously

times, Industrial Technology Research

released new applied technologies and

Institute (ITRI), a Taiwanese government-

products in its “OLED Lighting Pavilion” set

funded, pioneer R&D institute on advanced

up at each edition of Taiwan International

technology, has actively engaged in

Lighting Show (TILS) and LED Taiwan, an

researching and developing related applied

annual trade fair that covers all lighting-

technologies over the past years, to lay a

related sectors, including solid-state lighting

solid foundation for the development of

devices, between 2015 and 2017, most of

OLED lighting in Taiwan.

which effectively created a buzz among
visitors and buyers.
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Just a few days before TILS and LED Taiwan

surface light source that generates little heat

2017 took place in mid-April, Jupiter Hu, Ph.D.

and emits over the surface so obviating the

and deputy general director of Electronic

need for secondary optic components, such

and Optoelectronic System Research

as reflectors, compared to LED, a point light

Laboratories, accepted an exclusive interview

source that calls for lenses and other aids

from CENS and shared his views on the

when used in lighting. “Basically, OLED is not

current development of OLED lighting.

just a light source, but also a luminaire,” he
said.
With ever more enterprises and countries
having poured considerable resources into
the development of related applications,
OLED has made a market with tremendous
potential, though it will take time. Citing UBI
Research's data, Hu opines that the global
market for OLED lighting products will
explosively expand to US$1.6 billion by 2020
from only US$140 million projected for 2017.

Jupiter Hu, Ph.D. and deputy general director of
Electronic and Optoelectronic System Research
Laboratories.

Hu pointed out that major factors behind

Third-generation Light Source

steadily climbing popularity among

Hu stated that with the advent of OLED, the

consumers and the gradual development of a

global lighting industry has further moved

thorough supply chain.

the predicted whopping growth include the
advancement of related applied technologies,

forward with third-generation light sources,
following tungsten filaments and LEDs,

Among segments of the global OLED lighting

which are generally described as the first- and

market, Hu feels that commercial lighting

second-generation, respectively.

and automotive lighting will serve as growth
locomotives. For reasons, he indicated that

Hu said, “To luminaire makers, OLED makes

OLED features a broad emission spectrum,

for a healthy light source and brings new

even light distribution without dazzling,

possibilities to solid-state light applications,”

hence ideal for makeup, displaying and other

primarily because such device has distinctive

commercial applications.

advantages over LED, which include the
offering of light that is the most similar with

In automotive application, Hu continued

natural light but doesn't dazzle the eyes, and

that OLED perfectly fits auto lamp

a relatively broad spectrum.

designers' requirements for new, unique
and personalized design options, such as

Additionally, the expert continued, OLED is a

flexibility and curved lighting surfaces, while
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making for enhancing driving safety thanks

In order to meet real-world demands in

to non-dazzling light it provides.

lighting design, Hu said that ITRI worked out
the light engine, along with a series of drivers,

OLED Lighting Pavilion

power supply modules and controllers that

In view of OLED increasingly applied in

can fit OLED light engines with various sizes,

lighting, ITRI has set up its “OLED Lighting

following two years of intense discussion

Pavilion” at TILS for three consecutive years

with a number of lighting designers. Those

since 2015, to not just show off its R&D

achievements, he stressed, are expected

achievements, but inspire more Taiwanese

to help shorten time-to-market and boost

luminaire makers to work on such products.

popularity of OLED in the domestic lighting
industry.

Hu introduced that ITRI inaugurated the
pavilion program in cooperation with Taiwan

Summing up his views on the rise of OLED

Lighting Fixture Export Association and

in the solid-state lighting sector, Hu said,

six local companies three years ago, and

“OLED and LED have different advantages,

collectively demonstrated an OLED mass

so they can complement each other rather

manufacturing technology at TILS 2015 to

than replacing. With OLED inspiring new

mark the beginning of Taiwan's entry into a

concepts in lighting design, all newer lighting

new era of solid-state lighting.

technologies are simply applied in bettering
the quality of people's lives after all.”

At TILS 2016, the pavilion showcased a variety
of OLED applications, including household
lights, makeup lights, automotive lights and
decorative lights, jointly developed by ITRI and
11 Taiwanese companies. Among the biggest
hit with visitors then was the so-called “Green
Lighting Curtain,” a large-sized luminous
panel designed by ITRI and Chung Yuan
Christian University with 150 OLED lighting
panels with color temperature of 4,000K
each but without color aberration, noted Hu.
During this year's TILS, ITRI continued setting
up the pavilion as presentation stage for its
flexible OLED engine, which measures 5cm
wide by 20cm long with thickness and weight
of only 0.6mm and 8 grams, respectively.

At this year’s TILS, ITRI demonstrated flexible
OLED light engines, to further promotion of
OLED lighting.
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ITRI Works on High Value-added
Applications of Smart Lighting
Technology
Government-funded R&D body releases spectrumadjustable LED lighting module and LED-based indoor
positioning system this year
In view of smart lighting showing strong

clear picture of the development of the two

potential to lead growth of the global lighting

said technologies.

industry in the next decade, Industrial
Technology Research Institute (ITRI), a

On the background to the development of

Taiwanese government-funded R&D institute,

spectrum-adjustable LED lighting module,

released its spectrum-adjustable LED lighting

Kao commented that amid growing concerns

modules and LED-based indoor positioning

about energy conservation, outlooks of the

system at this year's Taiwan International

global market for LED lighting once looked

Lighting Show and LED Taiwan, to inspire

quite bright at the very beginning; however,

more Taiwanese LED lighting makers to go

the reality turns out to be a disappointment

upmarket.

to Taiwanese suppliers, primarily because
oversupply situations and no-holds-barred

In an exclusive interview with CENS, M.J.

underselling rivalry have continuously

Kao, Ph.D. and deputy general director

intensified in the wake of the emergence of

of Electronic and Optoelectronic System

Chinese competitors.

Research Laboratories of ITRI, provided a

M.J. Kao, Ph.D. and deputy
general director of Electronic
and Optoelectronic System
Research Laboratories of ITRI.
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To help Taiwanese suppliers explore blue-

to build a lighting system using such

ocean opportunities in the competitive

technology along with sensors for detecting

landscape, Kao said that ITRI decided four to

patients' mental state for the moment, and

five years ago to commence an R&D project,

applied for IRB (Institutional Review Board)

which includes study and research of human-

approval for further research of medical

centric lighting, with the said module being

diagnosis and treatment that the light system

developed on that concept.

can make for.

Human-centric lighting is increasingly a

Kao believes that the efforts are directed

buzzword in the industry, noted Kao, who

right, as only a few organizations and lighting

justified the trend by saying, “Tests and

companies in the world have abilities to work

research show that light actually affects

on such healthcare-focused application, so

human health in many aspects, including

the exhibiting of the spectrum-adjustable

the quality of sleep and the occurrence

LED lighting module is of significance to

of osteoporosis.” For instance, blue

Taiwan's lighting industry.

wavelengths have been found beneficial in
preventing newborns from jaundice, and

As to the development of LED-based Indoor

therefore the use of artificial lighting for

Positioning System, Kao stressed that it is

baby incubators becomes popular in modern

also part of ITRI's effort on enhancing added-

times.

value of LED lighting technologies.

In addition to physically, model and direct
observations find that people can also be
affected mentally by light through different
wavelengths perceived by eyes, mentioned
Kao, who continued, “In short, through
adjustment of illumination and wavelengths,
light can be certainly applied in healthcare.”
Riding on human-centric lighting, ITRI aims
to assist Taiwanese lighting makers to tap
the niche market with its LED light spectrum
adjusting technology, and its efforts
have borne fruit. Kao mentioned that the
technology has been applied in grow light

ITRI’s VLC-based indoor positioning system
incorporated with LED lighting has been applied in
a local large-sized hospital to improve management
of medical equipment and efficiency and shift
handovers (photo courtesy of UDN.com).

systems in many farms in Taiwan and proven

Kao introduced that the system is developed

effective to boost productivity.

with VLC (visible light communication)
technology, and takes advantage of LED's

Besides, ITRI has also worked with a hospital

high blinking frequencies to enable indoor
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positioning. Such application of LED lighting

and improvement of LED manufacturing

has great market potential.

technologies and processes to R&D of
related application as a pioneer in Taiwan's

In fact, ITRI already provided such system to

LED industry, in a bid to help local companies

a local large-sized hospital, which has proven

to move upmarket and secure sustainable

effective to improve management of the

development in the long run.

most expensive, high-end medical equipment
and raise efficiency of shift handover there.
Ko noted that LED-based indoor positioning
system also makes for multimedia guide
services. In the museum, for example,
such system can be used to respond to
smartphones or other electronic gadgets
installed with specific apps, so as to provide
visitors with different information and audio
content according to relative positions of
LEDs near exhibits.
Compared to WiFi-based positioning
systems, VLC-integrated indoor positioning
system boasts higher positioning accuracy
and is almost unaffected by such ambient
factors as electromagnetic radiation. From
a pragmatic viewpoint, it can double as an
indoor lighting and information transmission
system, while addressing concerns about
electromagnetic radiation hazard to human
health and information security.
Kao concluded t o say, “Sinc e light is
ubiquitous, application of LED smart lighting
can be even wider than we have expected,”
adding that those in VLC and humancentric lighting are expected to become the
industry's next big things in the near future.
In this logic, he stressed, ITRI has therefore
shifted its focus from the development
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JAN-CHENG LIGHTING CO., LTD.
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Zhongshan Yishengyuan Lighting Appliance(China) Co.,
Ltd
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24W Microwave Sensor Floodlight

JAN-CHENG LIGHTING
CO., LTD.

Tel:886-6-3840808
Fax:886-6-5118706
E-mail: international@jancheng.com.tw
Website:
www.dancelight.com.tw/en

Jan Cheng Lighting Co., Ltd is Taiwan’s leading supplier. With 30 years of experience in lighting application
and marketing, we created DanceLight in 2008. DanceLight is now Taiwan’s leading LED lighting brand in
terms of the market share. We have more than 2500 retail points to sell our products in Taiwan. We provide
diverse, quality, and affordable LED lighting products to customers. Our LE ...

18W Outdoor Wall Wash Spotlight

LED Light Box
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13W Silver Wall Light

Zhongshan Yishengyuan
Lighting Appliance(China)
LED FILAMENT BULB, Tungsten filament bulb, Star
string lights

LED FILAMENT BULB

LED FILAMENT
BULB

Meaning is suggested lighting (China) co., LTD. Is a
company committed to the latest generation of
environmental protection and energy saving light source,
LED lighting, LED filament light source research and
development and sales of high-tech enterprises,
headquartered in guangdong province guzhen town of
zhongshan city lights. Mainly filament light source
product direction for the company, sincere, its meaning is
suggested lighting (China) co., LTD., bright lighting
macro assembly house, ChengChangSi and Alice finished
product factory filament light source of LED industry
layout, efforts to create \"YSY suggested\", \"bright macro
lighting\", \"LQ Alice\" brands such as filament light
source of LED industry leading position. Meaning is
suggested lighting (China) co., LTD Address: guangdong
province zhongshan guzhen cao a wing on west road no.
36 industrial zone Email:646539447@qq.com ...

LED FILAMENT
BULB

Zhongshan Yishengyuan Lighting
Appliance(China) Co., Ltd
Tel:86-760-32756339
Fax:86-760-23756339
E-mail: 646539447@qq.com
Website: m.cens.com/s/00000332

LED FILAMENT BULB
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ALL-LAWPSHADEFACTORY
Table Lamp, Floor Lamp, Wall Lamp, Lampshade

ALL-LAWPSHADEFACTORY is dedicated in Table Lamp, Floor Lamp, Wall Lamp,
Lampshade with operations in Taiwan

Table lamp

Floor lamp

Lampshade

ALL-LAWPSHADEFACTORY
5F, No. 136, Alley 95 Lane 113 Tunghu Rd., Taipei 114 Taiwan
Tel:886-2-2632-1294
Fax:886-2-2632-1294
E-mail: linda.hu@winshade.cn
Website: www.all-lampshade.com
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BELL TAIH CORP.
Bathroom Accessories, Mirror Lights, Lighting Fixture,
Bathroom Furniture, Cabinet Mirror Lights
Founded in 1981, we offer bathroom accessories made of ceramic, PP and acrylic; polyresin lamps
with figurines, artistic lamps, vases and ceramic figurines.

Glass Wash Basin Set

LED Wall-mounted Hook

LED Multi-function Bathset

Acrylic Bathset & Tumbler

BELL TAIH CORP.
5F., No.18, Ln. 48, Xingshan Rd., Neihu Dist., Taipei City 11469, Taiwan
Tel:886-2-8792-7308
Fax:886-2-8792-7305
E-mail: btcorp@belltaih.com
Website: www.cens.com/belltaih
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BIG FAME LIGHTING
Design for Elegance Made for Excellence

Established in 1988, Big Fame Lighting provides lighting fixtures and lamp parts for
commercial and residential lighting. With in-house development team, we continues to
incorporate various materials such as Metal, Wood, Fiberglass, Glass, Acrylic, Stone, and
Poly into innovative designs. Big Fame Lighting specializes in table lamp, floor lamp, wall
lamp, ceiling fan/light kit and chandelier. Over the years, Big Fame also expands into
bespoke store fixture and furniture area, we believe quality and service is the key to
success and to build a sustainable business.

AUDREY Table Lamp

Marble Glowing Table

AUDREY Floor Lamp

BIG FAME LIGHTING
7th Fl., No. 112, Huaining Street, Taipei, Taiwan 10046
Tel:886-2-2311-8601
Fax:886-2-2361-1346
E-mail: jackie@bigfame.co
Website: www.cens.com/bflighting
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CHARMING HOME DECOR
CORP.
LED Lighting, Decorative Lights,
Christmas Lights, Neon Lights,
Lighting Fixture for Dinning Room,
Table Lamps

Founded in 1982 in Taiwan, Charming Home Décor Corp.

Pendant Lamp

supplies a variety of compact home lightings and LED
decorative lights, including gift lamps for promotional
use, decorative lamp, outdoor lamps, table lamps,
residential lamps, and specialty lamps. The company
supplies its products on the OEM/ODM bases as well as
under its own brand of “mobo”, which is interpreted by
the company as “mobile hi-life lamp” to preach its
quality design and manufacturing. The company ships an
average of 10 40-feet containers of lamps a month, which
are turned out at its in-house factory in mainland China
with a land area of 5,000 square meters and well trained
staffs. Its products, certified to meet CE standards, mostly
go to chain stores, pro stores and importers in Europe and
Japan. The company motivates itself with the motto:
“Fashion”, “Passion” and “Innov ...

Pendant Lamp

Pendant Lamp

CHARMING HOME DECOR CORP.
13F, No. 99, Sec. 1, Hsin Tai Wu Road, Sijhih, New Taipei
City 22175, Taiwan
Tel:886-2-2697-3222
Fax:886-2-2697-3234
E-mail: charmin@ms18.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/charminghome
Pendant Lamp
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PAN
PAN AIR
AIR ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC CO.,
CO., LTD.
LTD.
Ceiling Fan, Light Adaptable, Forward and Reverse
Switch, Industrial and Decorative Ceiling Fans,
Allaska
“VENTO”, this character is the Italian “wind”,
“air”. “VENTO” not only represents the
pneumatic and air convection, also express
our ceiling fans’ Italian high-quality
fashionable esthetics and superior craft on
design & technology. It’s also announced the
Alaska Third Generation's prospect and
strength.

CEILING FAN

CEILING FAN

PAN AIR ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
No.198, Fongyuan Blvd., Sec. 5, Fongyuan Dist, Taichung City, Taiwan
420
Tel:886-4-2527-1155
Fax:886-4-2527-0886
E-mail: nini@alaskafan.com
Website: www.cens.com/ventotw
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TA-KE Lamps

PAUL-YU IND. CORP.

Tel:886-2-2700-3286
Fax:886-2-2709-2314
E-mail: sales@paulyu.com.tw
Website: www.paulyu.com.tw

Paul-Yu Ind. Corp is one of the largest Decorative Home Lighting and Furniture manufacturers In the world.
Following closely the market trend, our team are able to incorporate various. material such as Metal, Wood,
Rattan, Fiberglass, Capiz, Glass, Bamboo and etc…..into our innovative designs. Our R&D team are
continuously creating new collection of products to fit the market demand for quality, t ...

Printed Lanterns

Bukya Lamps
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The Shangrila Lamps with
Bamboo Rings Inlaid Collection

ZHONGSHAN KAI JIA
LIGHTING CO., LTD. (TAIWAN)
Chandeliers, Wall Lamps, Outdoor
Lighting, Street Lights, LED Solarpowered Lighting, Ceiling Lights

Zhong Shan Kaijia Lighting Co., Ltd is located in Nan

5307-1L-H95-SN

Lang Town. Zhong Shan City in the Guang Dong
Province of China. The factory is located a half an hour
by car form Gu Zheng Town. the Chinese Lighting
Capital. The factory is also a short drive from the main
Zhong shan port. Where a ferry take yo to Guang Zhou.
Sheng Zheng and Hong Kong within one hour.
Established in Tai Wan in 1976. Kaijia Lighting expanded
to the Chinese main land in 1990. This modrn factory has
a total area space of 449,000 square feet. with an
additional 328,000 square feet of buildings. The company
employees 300 people. All of our products are for export
only and focus on ceiling lights. out door lanterns, metal
chandeliers, poly-resin lights, etc. each month we export a
minimum of 200,000 ceiling and outdoor lanterns. We
aim to reach the highest quali ...

5307-1L-H65-SN

5307-1L-H35-SN

ZHONGSHAN KAI JIA LIGHTING CO.,
LTD. (TAIWAN)
Kai Jia Industrial District, Nanlang Town, Zhongshan City,
Guangdong, China
Tel:86-760-8552-8333
Fax:86-760-8552-8989
E-mail: jackie@tkjlamps.com
Website: www.cens.com/tkjlamps
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5306-1L-H95-SN

Commercial
Lighting
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ART ELECTRONICS LIGHTING
CO., LTD.
Electronic Converters for Halogen
Lighting, Electronic Ballasts for
Fluorescent Lamps, UninterruptedPower Lighting

President: Mr. Anpin Chen Contact person: Mr. Anpin

T0350, T0360

Chen Founded: Set up in Nov. 1988 Business Nature:
Manufacture, Exporter & Importer Employees: 30 persons
Bank Reference: First Commercial Bank, XinZhuang
Branch. 316. Zhung Zheng Road, Xin Zhuang District,
New Taipei City, Taiwan ROC SWIFT NO: FCBK
TWTP A/C Name: ART ELECTRONICS LIGHTING
CO., LTD. Bank Account: No: 231-40-005073 Foreign
Market : Europe, Australia(New Zealand), America, Asia,
Africa,Others Main Product: LED Drivers, LED Lamps,
Low voltage(6V/12V/24V) Electronic Transformers, LED
Fixture (LED Down Light, Spot Light, Linear Lighting
System, Cabinet Lighting Fixture), Emergency light
converter & Lighting fixture, Accessories & Others
Quality Control: ISO 9001 and MI ...

L24W-U2A12V,L24W-U1A24V,L25WU.7A36V,

SL022B-D6W

ART ELECTRONICS LIGHTING CO.,
LTD.
69-106 Hsinshu Rd., Hsinchuang Dist., New Taipei City,
Taiwan 24262
Tel:886-2-2908-0262/4
Fax:886-2-2209-3013/4
E-mail: art@ms17.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/artco
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SA919W-L10W

ASPIRE
ASPIRE LIGHTING
LIGHTING CO.,
CO., LTD.
LTD.
ASPIRE LIGHTING CO., LTD. is
dedicated in Ceiling lamps, wall lamps,
Chandelier with operations in Taiwan

Ceiling Mounts

Ceiling Mounts

Ceiling Mounts

ASPIRE LIGHTING CO., LTD.

Ceiling Mounts

1F, No. 124-11, Mingsheng Rd., Taishan Dist.,
New Taipei City, Taiwan
Tel:886-2-29003100
Fax:886-2-29003105
E-mail: listo@ms13.hinet.net
Website: www.aspirelighting.com
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Ceiling lamps, wall lamps,
Chandelier

Chandeliers

Chandeliers

Chandeliers
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Chandeliers

BRANDON LIGHTING CO., LTD.
LED Light Strips, Ceiling Mount
Fluorescent Light Fixtures, LED
Tubes, Work Lights

Brandon Lighting is a leading LED fixture manufacturer

LED Cubelite

and supplier of linear lighting products with UL cUL and
DLC certification. Brandon is committed to advancing
solid-state LED technology to make affordable,high
performance,energy-efficient lighting and custom graphic
products that bring value to our customers. Brandon
products covers a wide variety of application and budgets,
including commercial,industrial for all kind indoor
application.
LED Linear High Bay

LED Linear Suspended

BRANDON LIGHTING CO., LTD.
No. 12, Dongmu St.,Hi-Tech Industrial Park, Jiangmen City,
China, 529020
Tel:86-750-383-9103
Fax:86-750-383-9108
E-mail: sales@brandon-lighting.com
Website: www.brandon-lighting.com
LED Strip Light
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Pendant Lights

BUCKINGHAM
INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION

Tel:886-2-2903-7898 (Rep)
Fax:886-2-2903-7698 (Rep)
E-mail:
meme@buckingham.com.tw
Website:
www.cens.com/buckingham

With more than 25 years of experience in the field of lighting fixture, Buckingham has been a well-known
manufacturer by focusing on the design and production of both commercial and residential lighting, specialized
in led lamp, led light, down lightings, track system, spot lights, energy saving light, pendent and wall light. Our
goal is to provide you the best products and services. We believe the key to be succ ...

[LED] Napoli Fortimo

Philips Fotimo LEDisk Flood
Module

pd4ml evaluation copy. visit http://pd4ml.com

Simpo-18321 PAR20 PAR30 50W

BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION
LED Track Lights, LED Spotlights,
Outdoor Lights, Kit, LED
Downlight, Ceiling Mounts,
Undercabinet Light, Wall Sconce,

With more than 25 years of experience in the field of

INN

lighting fixture, Buckingham has been a well-known
manufacturer by focusing on the design and production of
both commercial and residential lighting, specialized in
led lamp, led light, down lightings, track system, spot
lights, energy saving light, pendent and wall light. Our
goal is to provide you the best products and services. We
believe the key to be successful has to focus on
innovation. Therefore, we never stop designing and
improving our products and keep adopting new hardware
and software to increase our capacity. Supported by our
vast industrial experience and advanced technology, we
are confident that we can offer the best solution in lighting
industry. If you need further information about our
contemporary light fixtures, please don't hesitation to
contact us and we will reply you as soon as we c ...

INN

Adjustable Version

BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION
8th Fl., No. 659-5, Chungcheng Rd., Hsinchuang Dist., New
Taipei City, Taiwan 242
Tel:886-2-2903-7898 (Rep)
Fax:886-2-2903-7698 (Rep)
E-mail: meme@buckingham.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/buckingham
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[LED] Tuba-lean

EMCOM TECHNOLOGY INC.
Motion sensor,Presence sensor,Presence detector,Occupancy
Sensor,High frequency sensor,LED dimmer,Sensor light
EMCOM was established in 1975. As a trustworthy company based in Taiwan and with a
manufacturing plant in China, EMCOM has over 35-year experience specialize in motion/presence
detector and over 20 years in high frequency sensor. We also has over 25-year experience
specialize in cabling and network connector. With a group of competent RD staff and efficient
well-coordinated workers in the production lines, we are ready to design and manufacture to your
exact specifications for ODM/OEM requirements.

Motion sensor LED floodlight

Motion sensor LED floodlight

High Bay sensor

Motion sensor LED floodlight

EMCOM TECHNOLOGY INC.
7F., No. 219, Nanking E. Road, Sec. 3, Taipei City, Taiwan 10488
Tel:2717-7766
Fax:2717-1800
E-mail: security@emcom.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/emcom
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MACRON ASSOCIATE CO.
(SUNTROL INC.)
LED Track Lighting, LED Recessed Lighting, Architectural
Lighting, Hospitality Lighting, Retail Lighting
Since its establishment in 1980, Macron has been one of the leaders in lighting innovations,
including LED lightings. We are a team of experienced and dedicated designers, engineers, and
manufacturers collectively bringing cutting-edge and quality lighting products to fruition. We
specialize in spec-grade architectural interior lighting fixtures, and we work closely with lighting
designers and industrial designers to develop next-generation lighting products. Macron has
established stringent quality control and reliability measures to ensure every product delivered to
you meets your expectations and our warranties. Macron releases all documents and necessary
data for lighting specifiers and designers for their projects. We strive to be your best partners in
lighting business.

Smart Marker

Slimliter Face

Slimliter System

MACRON ASSOCIATE CO.
(SUNTROL INC.)
Classic Surface Spot Mini

352 Perngyi Rd., Taiping Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan 411
Tel:886-4-2270-8357
Fax:886-4-2276-7307
E-mail: macron@macrongroup.com
Website: www.cens.com/macron
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WEICO (ASIA)
INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Emergency Lights, Downlights, LED Lamps,
Fluorescent lamps,socket,switches.

DRIVER

CONVERSION
MODULE KITS(T5)

Founded in 1983, Weico (Asia) Industries, Ltd. is a
leading lighting manufacturer in Asia known for
innovation and design backed by a team of experienced
engineers who consistently upgrade product quality to
enhance competitiveness. The company aims to offer
quality, profit-generating products. The company supplies
LED solutions, decorative, industrial & commercial
lighting, electronic devices for household, furniture and
industrial applications, Emergency Lighting luminaires,
Exit signs & conversion power packs for LED,
Fluorescent & CFL lamps, under-cabinet lights, shelf
lights, recessed & surface-mounted downlights, LED flex
strips, LED drivers & LV transformers, switches, adaptors,
power outlets & sockets etc. All of Weico’s products are
certified, approved to VDE/EMV, TÜV, UL/CUL,
SEMKO, and KEMA standards, enabling the company to
build global popularity for product saf ...

LED Over-cabinet
Luminaire

WEICO (ASIA) INDUSTRIES, LTD.
1-2 Tarsun Rd., Tarsun Village, Sweilin Township, Yunlin
County, Taiwan 652
Tel:886-5-785-3121
Fax:886-5-785-4812
E-mail: info@weico-asia.com
Website: www.cens.com/weico

Combi Box
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Track Lights, Mini Track Lighting Accessories, Parts & Accessories, Angle 90 Connector, Flexible Couple
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Track Lights, Mini Track Lighting Accessories, Parts & Accessories, Angle 90 Connector, Flexible Couple
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WESTPORT INTERNATIONAL
CO., LTD.
Track Lights, LED Track Light
Fixture, Metal Halide Track Light
Fixture, Line Voltage Track Light
Fixture

Westport has been developing and manufacturing a

LED Track Lighting Fixture

comprehensive range of UL and CE approved track
lighting fixtures (Line Voltage, Low Voltage, Compact
Fluorescent, Metal Halide and LED) with aesthetically
pleasing look for brand owners and lighting designers
worldwide for more than 30 million units since 1987. Our
team is with over 20 years experience in lighting and well
knowledgeable to convert your concepts or ideas into the
real quality products. The new testing laboratories for
LED lighting products has been introduced to make sure
they are complying with technical requirement of UL,
ETL, Title 24, CE and Energy Star for solid state lighting.

LED Track Lighting Fixture

LED Track Lighting Fixture

WESTPORT INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
No. 113, Tachu Rd., Louchu Township, Taoyuan County,
Taiwan 338
Tel:886-3-341-1896/7
Fax:886-3-341-1899
E-mail: shanchianglin@westport.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/westport
LED Track Lighting Fixture
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Outdoor Lighting

NINGBO RIGHT SPRING LIGHTING & ELECTRICS
CO., LTD.
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NINGBO RIGHT SPRING
LIGHTING & ELECTRICS CO.,
Spotlights, Searchlights, Capacitors,
Outdoor Lights, Work Lights,
Streetlights, Sensor, Flood Light,
Industrial Hightbay, Wall Lamp

Ningbo Right Spring Lighting&Electrics CO.,LTD is a

Petrol Station Lighting

professional manufacturer of various lighting products, it
is a modenized hi-techenterprise which specialized in
research, design, manufacturing and market of elegant
lighting products. It's closely near Ningbo-Ninghai
highway and only 1km's distance from Tongsan
expressway's Chalu exit.Transport is very convenient...

Outdoor Lighting

Working Lighting

NINGBO RIGHT SPRING LIGHTING &
ELECTRICS CO., LTD.
Opposite Haijing Food, Haijing Rd., Hailou Fishing Village,
Liyang Town, Ninghai County, Ningbo City, Zhejiang
Province, China
Tel:886-2-2698-2868, 86-574-6537-5900
Fax:886-2-2698-2889, 86-574-6538-8268
E-mail: adam@nb-rightspring.com
Website: www.nb-rightspring.com
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High Bay Lighting

Light Sources

HORNG-SAW CO., LTD.
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HORNG-SAW CO., LTD.
Neon Lamp, LED Bulb, Resistor
Founded in 1976, Horng-Saw Co., Ltd. was initially a maker of neon lamps and neon-lampmaking machinery, The part of machinery stopped making in 2001. We now offer neon lamps
mainly as indicators for electric rice cookers, power strips, ON/OFF switches, small electric home
appliances, screwdrivers, and many other applications. Talk to us for quality products or about
developing your ideas, designs. We look forward to building long-term partnerships.

Blue Neon Lamps

Neon Lamps

Neon Lamps

Neon Lamps

HORNG-SAW CO., LTD.
No.1, Lane 200, Shihping Rd., Hsinchu City, Taiwan 300
Tel:886-3-521-6216
Fax:886-3-521-6003
E-mail: horng.saw@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/horngsaw
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Electrical Parts,
Accessories,
Hardware, And
Other Products

GOLO CHANG COMPANY LIMITED

44

SUN-LITE SOCKETS INDUSTRY INC.
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GOLO CHANG
COMPANY LIMITED
BB Bulbs, Lamp Holder, Switches, Dimmers, Lamp
Holders

E26 pull chain Lampholder

SMD wire connector

Golo Electric Lighting Co., Ltd of GuangZhou is a
Taiwanese enterprise established in May 27, 1992
exclusively with the investment by Golo Chang Company
Limited who has been operating successfully since 1979 in
Taipei, Taiwan and we have been built more than 26 years
until now. From the outset, we have committed ourselves
to continuous research and excellence of products. In 1997
we were registered to ISO 9001 International Quality
Assurance System. Meantime, the quality of these
products is also approved by UL, CSA, VDE, TUV. Our
efforts are rewarded and reflected in the wide acceptance
of products and the excellent reputation of the company
for quality and service. With a manufacturing facility of
4600square foot and 800 employees, we are producing
over 10 million piece of lampholders, switches, dimmers,
cordsets, wiring device and lamp accessories a month. In
response to the increasing ...

Connector

GOLO CHANG COMPANY LIMITED
4th Fl., No. 50-3, Sanmin Rd., Luchou Dist., New Taipei
City, Taiwan 247
Tel:886-2-2285-8585
Fax:886-2-2281-3519,2281-0718
E-mail: golo1381@ms11.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/golo

LED COB holder
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SUN-LITE SOCKETS INDUSTRY
INC.
Sockets, Lamp Holders, Power
Cords, Switches, Inductance
Ballasts, Wire Connectors, Strain
Relief, Wall Plates, Uno Fitter

Rich Brand Industries Ltd. founded 25 years ago since
1990 is a manufacturer of parts & components for home
appliances & lighting industries. Our major products,

3 in 1 Thru-Cord Dimmer Switch(side
wheel type)

include but not limited to: lampholders, switches, rocker
switches, door light switches, receptacles, full range
dimmers, terminal blocks, wire connectors, etc.

3 in 1 Thru-Cord Dimmer Switch(slid
type)

3 in 1 Dimmer Switch with Plug Adaptor

SUN-LITE SOCKETS INDUSTRY INC.
No. 3, Lane 15, Wenchang 1st St., Kunghsi Village, Kueishan
Township, Taoyuan County, Taiwan 333
Tel:886-3-328-5899, 86-769-8331-2620
Fax:886-3-328-5897, 86-769-8331-2630
E-mail: sunlite8@ms62.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/sun-lite
3 in 1 Dimmer Lampholer E26/Turn
Knob(Phenolic Shell)
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LED NEXT STAGE 2018
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TAIWAN LIGHTING FIXTURE EXPORT ASSOCIATION
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HONG KONG INT'L LIGHTING FAIR (AUTUMN
EDITION)
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TAIWAN INT'L LIGHTING SHOW 2018
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TAIWAN LIGHTING FIXTURE
EXPORT ASSOCIATION

Lighting Fair, Taipei Int'l Lighting Fair, International
Lighting Fair

The association was founded in 1989 in Taipei, Taiwan. TLFEA is an organization composed of
manufacturers, distributors in the field of lighting fixture industry. The purposes of the
association are to promote international trade, and perform functions and activities in order to
enhance the communications and interactions among members for better services to their
customers in the market. TLFEA has been well managed by the Directors and Supervisors
along with their staffs in the past and present. Under their leadership, it has been enjoying a
good reputation. As a result of their earnest work and efforts, the number of members has now
arisen to above 800 mark from the original number of 70's at the outset of this association.
Moreover, the number of sponsoring membership stands now at over a hundred. This is a

Services and Media

TAIWAN LIGHTING FIXTURE EXPORT
ASSOCIATION
9th Fl.-3, No. 14, Lane 609, Chunghsin Rd., Sec. 5, Sanchung
Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan 241
Tel:886-2-2999-7739
Fax:886-2-2999-6489
E-mail: lighting@lighting.org.tw
Website: www.lighting.org.tw
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